
Robert Smith 
Event Server

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To obtain an entry-level Event Server position in a growing company 
utilizing my knowledge, skills, and abilities to effectively reach career goals;
as well as company goals.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Event Server
ABC Corporation -   January 2016 – 2021 

Responsibilities:

 Served in events such as weddings, company parties, banquets, baby 
and bridal showers, birthday, bar mitzvahs, sweet 16, etc.

 Demonstrated very detailed request from both my captain and guest.
 Set the dinner table correctly (with forks, butter plates, plates etc) 

Showed immense focus during serve outs, guest request, passing out 
appetizers carried most of the times 30lbs- 50lbs heavy drinking 
glasses.

 Supervised set-ups, breakdowns, staffing levels and quality of service 
while maintaining Food and Beverage financial goals.

 Coordinated with the Sales Team Member, the Events Coordinator, and 
the event lead server to ensure that all events are well organized and 
that the expectations of the guests are exceeded.

 Maintained a professional and positive attitude and direct open 
communication at all times.

 Enforced and knowledged of safety and fire evacuation plans.

Event Server
Delta Corporation -   2011 – 2016 

Responsibilities:

 Demonstrated excellent communication and leadership skills while 
serving the clientele.

 Demonstrated strong merchandising and multi-tasking skills with a 
highly motivated sense of urgency and the ability to work in a fast-
paced .

 Am a server for events such as sweet 16s quinceneras and weddings.
 Set up and take down room for events, set and clean tables, serve 

meals, handle food stations, and wait on guests as they arrive,.
 Responsible for delivering friendly and courteous customer service, 

prepare serving trays and event set up, making sure staff attire is 
presentable, .

 Server and Bartender for official events of MSU President Lou Anna K.
 Simon SKILLS AND AFFILIATIONS Experienced with behavior 

modification techniques in autistic and developmentally disabled 
individuals Adept at .
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Money Handling, 
Microsoft office, 
Customer Service, 
Phones, Excellent Math , 
Problem Solving and 
Troubleshooting.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

GED
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